
Cod. Título Título Original Sinopse Duração País de Origem Director(es) Produção Argumento Categoria
A01

LLUC SKY WALKER LLUC SKY WALKER

Lluc is a gray and bitter man. Friendless and fine with that, he goes 
out of his way to spread his personal misery around. Until the day 
his doctor tells him he has three weeks to live and he starts 
planning his own funeral. In the hopes of drawing an audience for 
the funeral, he befriends his neighbors and finally discovers some 
joys in life. This dark comedy frequently references a certain space 
saga in telling a tale of redemption. 1:12:00 Spain Jaume Fargas Jaume Fargas Jaume Fargas Ficção

A02

Threshold Umbral

Maria´s house is in silence until some distant screams are heard 
coming from the street. Soon after she opens the door, four other 
persons push her inside and break in. 
All of them five committed murder. Besieged in that house in the 
middle of the night they make a pact of silence while waiting for 
the law to carry away the corpse they just lynched. Besides time 
they share the intolerance, fear and the guilt that´ll seal the rest of 
their lives.

1:20:00 Argentina Claudio Perrin Denise Almeida Claudio Perrin Ficção
A03

In the City Without a 
Compass

En la ciudad sin brújula

“In the City without a Compass” becomes the meeting point for 
two foreigners that have lost the way to their dreams. Anna is a 
Hungarian immigrant and Pascual is a foreigner of his own life. 
Both cross their paths in order to remind what really matters to 
them.

"In the City Without a Compass" also talks about immigration, 
belonging, resignation and loneliness. Within the current context, 
urban life is confronted with the rural and the local with the 
foreign. It is a very simple, realistic and positive story.

1:20:00 Spain Antonio Savinelli

Ismael  García 
López, Aliona  
Prosniakova Antonio Savinelli Ficção

A04

Flirts Ligones

David has great difficulties relating with women. His friends Richy, 
Maxi and Buba are pathetic when they approach a woman, an 
action repeated in the nightclubs in Madrid every night. In one of 
these night outings, they met Javier, the master of seduction, and 
after witnessing his technique and perfect execution, they asked 
him if he can be their teacher in exchange for money. Javier agrees 
and decides to do this teaching in the city of Mérida, where he will 
take advantage to see Sara, the great love of his life and who he 
has never forgotten. 1:36:00 Spain

José María 
Texeira 
Guerrero  José Texeira José  Texeira Ficção

A05

Poetry & Melody Poesia & Melodia

This musical tells the story of a poet and a singer who form a 
partnership to create funny poems and songs for children. She tries 
to be a successful singer while he tries to publish his first children's 
book. In the meantime, they get involved in great adventures and 
introduce many children to the wonderful world of poetry. 1:38:00 Brazil Flavio Colombini Beatriz Alonso Ficção

A06

Paam Hayta Yalda Paam Hayta Yalda
NOA has   unconventional relationships with  her doctor, with  her  
neighbor and with a young soldier.
Sleepless, she wanders around,  trying to find her place in the 
world, willing to do anything to get some warm attention. 1:15:00 Israel Natalie Kaplan Natalie Kaplan Natalie Kaplan Ficção



A07

La Intimidad La Intimidad

In Germania, rural village, Irene, a 96-year-old woman has a 
peaceful life between her daily ritual of caring for her garden, and 
the order and cleanliness of her small house.

Irene dies. Your family gathers to disarm the house and decide 
what to do with objects, clothing and memories of a lifetime.

The house has new inhabitants who make their own space and give 
it a new identity. New tracks that move towards the future. 1:06:00 Argentina

Andres Ricardo 
Perugini de la 
Cruz

Andres Ricardo 
Perugini de la 
Cruz

Andres Ricardo Perugini de 
la Cruz Ficção

A08

Icaros: A vision Icaros: A vision
Her medical options exhausted, an American woman travels to the 
Amazon in search of a miracle. Thanks to a young ayahuasca 
shaman who is losing his eyesight, she learns instead to confront 
her ‘susto’: the disease of fear. 1:31:00 United States

Leonor 
Caraballo, 
Matteo Norzi

Leonor Caraballo, 
Matteo Norzi, 
Abou Farman

Abou Farman, Aziz Isham, 
Matteo Norzi Ficção

A09

Pure Heroine Pure Héroïne

Alix is at odd with her father since her mother's death 2 years ago. 
She still hopes to get money from her father for her new flat 
deposit. But he won't let her move in together with a Muslim 
married man. Father and daughter argue about the cause of the 
mother's death for the sake of morality. Alix eventually clears up 
the liaison her father had, with the lover herself. 1:02:00 France Lou Inglebert Lou Inglebert Ficção

A10

Prejudices against 
shadows'

Prejudices against 
shadows'

Back to Russia, after one year spent in Bordeaux (south of France) 
as a student, Katia discovers that the world that she knew is not 
exactly the same anymore. Trying to understand why she feels so 
strange in front of her family and friends, she remembers what 
happened in France in the past year. 1:34:33 France

Emmanuel 
Plasseraud

Emmanuel 
Plasseraud Emmanuel Plasseraud Ficção

A11

The Spirits Τα Πνεύματα

A group of young people, just for one night, acquires the ability to 
fulfill the last wishes of few people who have died and their spirits 
roam the city streets.  The spirits will lead them to the places they 
lived, to meet again with their loved ones, but also their enemies.  
The lives of the young will change forever. 1:18:33 Greece

Srdjan 
Milosavljevic

Srdjan 
Milosavljevic Srdjan Milosavljevic Ficção

A12
Catless Grin Kissaton Virne

A young woman, Melia, wakes up to find her boyfriend missing. 
Setting out to find him, she discovers their friends aren't what they 
seem. 1:21:00 Finland Jasper Late Jasper Late

Jasper Late, Jasmine 
Pitkämäki Ficção

A13

THE CANDIDATE EL CANDIDATO

In a story closely inspired by the last 3 presidents of Peru, a totally 
detached from reality incumbent president and his out-of-place 
foreign wife campaign for reelection against a cowardly ex-soldier 
caught between his ideological family who want him to reestablish 
the Inca Empire and his ambitious power-at-all costs wife; a 
corrupt egomaniac former president who craves a return to power 
to enrich himself even more than his last term in office; and a 
sincere intellectual who loses votes every time he tells the truth.  A 
subversive satire that criticises both the proponents of populism 
and those who feed it.  1:16:00 Peru Alvaro Velarde Alvaro Velarde 

Alvaro  Velarde, Jesús 
Alvarez, Daniel Rehder Ficção

A14
You Have A Nice Flight You Have A Nice Flight

Airlines always wish You Have a Nice Flight, but we rarely have one. 
We never know what can happen to us at a foreign airport with 
their different rules, culture and langue. 1:32:00 United States Jimmy Dinh Jimmy Dinh John Belcher, Jimmy Dinh Ficção



A15

The Albino's Trees The Albino's Trees

Yuku is a hunter who works for animal damage control 
programmes in the mountains of central Japan. In order to afford 
the medical bills for the treatment of his mother’s illness, he 
accepts a lucrative contract to kill a rare, white deer that lives in 
the forest by a remote village, and whose presence is thought to 
undermine tourism in the region by the neighbouring town’s 
bureaucrats. As he ventures into the village, however, he discovers 
that the animal is venerated as a god by the local community, 
which lives in a state of semi-isolation from the rest of society. 
While assessing his ethical responsibilities in undertaking such a 
task, he gets closer to inhabitants of the village, facing their 
conflicting emotions as to whether they should keep living as 
“outsiders”. 1:26:00 Japan

Masakazu 
Kaneko

Masakazu 
Kaneko, Miyuki 
Kaneko

Masakazu Kaneko, Miyuki 
Kaneko Ficção

B01

The Key to Dalí La Llave Dalí

Tomeu l'Amo, Mallorcan scientist and artist, buys a painting in an 
antique shop in 1989. From the outset and against all odds, he is 
certain that it was painted by Dalí. This Documentário tells the 
story of his endeavour during 25 years to establish it as genuine.  
While the first experts' opinions were contrary to his idea, Tomeu 
remained strong as several elements on the Dali canvas reminded 
him of the artist's early stage. That is the reason why he thoroughly 
examines the painting and commissions several scientific tests to 
unveil its origins. However, economic and personal issues delay his 
research more than desired.  After decades of researching Tomeu 
believes that he can not only prove the authorship of the artwork, 
but he also discovers the so-called Dalí Code, a series of keys 
hidden as numbers with which the artist from Gerona used to 
conceal different messages in his works. Consequently, he comes 
into contact with the greatest world expert on Dalí's work: Nicolas 
Descharnes. His opinion is decisive for the recognition of a new Dalí 
artwork.  Descharnes decides to travel to Mallorca to check the 
original work and collects the evidence provided by Tomeu. Three 
years later, he gives his verdict. 1:19:00 Spain David Fernández Lourdes Vives

David Fernández, Pau  
Cavaller Documentário

B02

Ana María Moix, Passion 
for Words

Ana María Moix, 
Passion for Words

Throughout Ana Maria Moix’s vital & literary journey, in this 
Documentário we’ll invite audiences to discover the work of that 
interesting and politically decisive Spanish writer and poet died on 
2013.  
The film’s approach is based on stage acting devised from some of 
Ana Maria Moix’s novels and poems full of symbolism and rich 
imagery visually worked out at the scream. Also, cuts of TV’s 
Ficçãos and interviews made along life to that singular and not 
openly fully recognised intellectual woman, pioneer on focusing 
homosexual female’s literature at first Spanish Democracy, will be 
seen combined with home situations as much as appearances of 
well reputed cultural personalities of Spanish literature that have 
been interviewed specially for the film to emphasize and analyse 
the legacy of A.M. Moix’s both deeply social and creative work.
It includes the musical theme of Sílvia Pérez Cruz 'Morning', 
composed from a poem by the writer and especially for the 
Documentário. 1:01:00 Spain Anastasi Rinos

Nico Torres , 
Jesus Angel 
Gomez Documentário



B03

Loving Carmen Loving Carmen

In the mid 19th century, the free spirited  gypsy cigarerra from the 
Tabaco factory of Seville, scandalizes the world and right away 
becomes a symbol of the modern, independent woman. For more 
than a century musicians, singers, directors, researchers and 
collectors take through time the story of Carmen, turning it into a 
legend. Narrated by the British actor Ben Cross the film unveils the 
very first interpretations of Carmen and her place in the early 
development of the recording industry and cinema.   The movie 
follows the rehearsal process of the production of Carmen  in 
Theater St. Gallen, staged by Italian director Nicola Berloffa and the 
exploration of the soprano Alexandrina Pendatchanska in the title 
role.    Immortal art is created by mortal people! 1:06:22 Bulgaria Nayo Titzin

Nayo Titzin, 
Valerie Titzin Nayo Titzin Documentário

B04

The Next Samba O Próximo Samba

Rio de Janeiro hosts the greatest open sky spectacle on Earth, 
Carnival, and these Carnivals doesn't happen without samba. 
Carnival is watched by millions of people around the world, but 
people have no idea of how the show is built or the cultural, social 
and economic aspects involved in this community project. So this 
Documentário becomes an important study material with 
international relevance. To make this fantasy world shine, a new 
samba anthem and a new plot are created every year, and there is 
always an expectation about what is going to be the next samba. A 
year of hard work, thousands of people involved, the choice of a 
great samba, the death of their official vocalist for 17 years, lots of 
sweat, tears and love, made Carnival 2016 extremely special. 
Behind the scenes of the biggest samba Escolas on the planet, 
Estação Primeira de Mangueira, after 14 years without winning the 
contest, the entire universe created for Mangueira's parade, which 
is an international carnival icon, was documented for the first time, 
from the first step to the title of best samba Escolas in 2016. 1:46:06 Brazil

Marcelo 
Lavandoski

Marcelo 
Lavandoski Documentário

B05

The Circus The Circus

Stories of men and women who tell experiences and fragments of 
their lives, through social issues of great relevance that come 
together in one world, the Circus. One world, but also a "unique 
world", in which someone was born, someone else chose it, others 
happened by chance, or probably found shelter or ended up after 
running away.  Stories of people, always current and complex 
topics, family, work, ethics and prejudice, to name a few, as well as 
the Circus as tradition, art and a way of life. Ten characters, some 
young and some not as young, expressing themselves with great 
spontaneity and introspection, highlighting perhaps the least 
known aspects of a peculiar community.  The Italian Circus in one 
of its highest expressions, the Circus Togni Darix.  Livio, Corrado 
and Davio Togni (Darix' children) tell their stories not only as artists 
but also as sons, fathers and grandparents, as men, with what they 
learned from and taught to the Circus, showing with great 
humanity the private path whom, like them, did the Circus a reason 
for living.  The Circus is a world held in a small chest, but the whole 
world is in it.  (Cit. Davio Togni) 1:04:00 Italy Gino Pinetti Gino Pinetti Gino Pinetti, Barbara Cifali Documentário



B06

THE KARAMAZOFFS (A 
walk on the SoHo years)

ELS KARAMAZOFF (A 
walk on the SoHo 
years)

In the 1960s, the abandoned factories of New York’s SoHo were 
occupied by artists from around the world, transforming this 
neighbourhood in the heartland of art experimentation, with the 
boom of open studios, conceptual art, happenings, performances 
and video art.  The Karamazoffs is a group of recognized artists 
from Barcelona (Muntadas, Miralda, Zush and Robert Llimós, 
among others) who started their careers in New York in the early 
70s and forged a long friendship that still exists today. Together 
with other pioneers from that era, like Jonas Mekas and Jaime 
Davidovich, they recall the origins and the rise and fall of one of 
the most colourful periods in contemporary art.  With the help of 
exceptional vintage footage featuring  Charlotte Moorman, Yoko 
Ono, Nam June Paik, Fluxus, Lou Reed and the Velvet 
Underground, Andy Warhol, Mekas, Davidovich, SoHo cable TV, 
George Maciunas, Laurie Anderson and The Karamazoffs.  1:25:51 Spain

Juan Gamero, 
Carmen 
Rodríguez

Juan Gamero, 
Carmen 
Rodríguez

Juan Gamero, Carmen 
Rodríguez Documentário

B07

The Secret Life of 
Portlligat. Salvador Dalí’s 
House 

The Secret Life of 
Portlligat. Salvador 
Dalí’s House 

The house that Salvador Dalí built, the only lasting home and studio 
he ever had, provides a narrative thread for the story of his life and 
work, a biography and a creative oeuvre that span the greater part 
of the twentieth century. This Documentário sheds new light on 
the painter's intimate and abiding connection with the landscape 
of Cadaqués, Portlligat and Cap de Creus (Catalonia-Spain), a 
landscape in which he immersed himself, and one that shaped and 
determined him. At the same time it explores lesser-known aspects 
of his personal life, in particular the relationships with his father 
and his sister – and first model – Anna Maria: relationships that in 
turn help us to understand key elements of his work. To know the 
house-cum-studio at Portlligat is to deeply understand Salvador 
Dalí. 1:00:00 Spain David Pujol

David Pujol , 
Montse Aguer

Fundació Gala-Salvador 
Dalí Documentário

C01
Miriam's Wishes Os Desejos de Miriam Miriam can not stand the social networks and the loneliness of her 

apartment anymore. She wants out. She needs to leave ... 0:19:32 Brazil Nuno Balducci Ismélia Tavares Nuno Balducci Curta - Ficçao



C02

I meet you in the end Encontro você no final

The film "Encontro Você no Final" is a dip in the universe of a 
common citizen of the new Brazilian middle class, recently 
graduated in social communication, who is forced to work with 
projects in which he does not believe.

The script began to take form from the final scene, inspired by a 
real story that occurred in China: a man goes to the top of a bridge 
to attempt suicide. From that image on, the story, which takes 
place in Belo Horizonte, was built backwards, with the help of 
histories of real cases on the streets of the capital of Minas Gerais.

Clarice Lispector's literary work "A Hora da Estrela", Georges Didi-
Huberman's Image Theory and Giorgio Agamben's Theory of 
Biopolitics were references to the writing of the script. These 
theories allowed a reflection on fundamental aspects of the short 
film, such as issues of the female image, political, economic, 
cultural and social exclusion and low paid work, which does not 
reflect in social interests.

Completely produced in Belo Horizonte, the project had a constant 
dialogue with the "voice" from the streets and the community. One 
of the writers (Louraidan) works with writing based on the hearings 
that comes from the streets and more specifically inside buses 
(facebook.com/escafandrista). Correlated to that, the director 
Daniel Ferreira radicalized in the practice, opening the process of 
construction of the film in open rehearsal in cultural centers of 
peripheral districts of the capital.

0:16:00 Brazil Daniel  Ferreira
Ana Luiza  
Siqueira Curta - Ficçao

C03

THE WHOLE WORLD EL MUNDO ENTERO

As he does every year, Julián visits his dead mother in the village 
cemetery. She appears to him and they make plans... more or less 
'together': she devises them and he obeys. But this year, Julián is 
going to get a very special request from his mother that will 
surprise... the whole world. 0:29:53 Spain

Julián 
Quintanilla Julián Quintanilla Julián Quintanilla Curta - Ficçao

C04
Birds Sing At Night Birds Sing At Night

Delays and self boycotts. 0:08:39 Brazil Bruno Sanábio Bruno Sanábio Juliano Vitral Curta - Ficçao
C05

Writings On The Edge Writings On The Edge

A young writer is struggling with a serious problem: there is not a 
single word on his page. It is almost like his pen is erasing ideas 
instead of writing them. Suddenly, his writer’s block is interrupted 
when a girl appears and begins singing and playing her guitar. The 
girl tries to understand why the young man can’t write, but then 
something extraordinary happens, and the writer embarks on a 
journey inside his soul. With the guidance of a mysterious man he 
meets along the way, the young man learns that he must take risks 
to truly achieve something great. As he journeys through a world 
of shadows, music, and dance, he discovers that imagination is the 
most powerful force in the universe. Created by Bernard Candey, 
Writings On The Edge Ficçãos incredible scenic locations and an 
extraordinary soundtrack from rising musicians, including a 
heartwarming reinterpretation of David Bowie’s “Space Oddity.” 0:20:40 Portugal

Bernardo 
Candeias

Bernardo 
Candeias, 
Francisco 
Sampaio Bernardo Candeias Curta - Ficçao

C06

THE BAD GIRL THE BAD GIRL

Portugal, in the 1980s. All happens in a chapel, where a woman 
dressed in black is making a confession and is praying, she has just 
seen a miraculous phenomenon, an imposing statue that cries 
tears of blood. 0:13:15 Portugal

Ricardo 
Machado

Gonçalo M. 
Tavares

Jacinta Barros, Ricardo 
Machado Curta - Ficçao



C07
Fortuito Fortuito Two partners in crime have a huge amount of money to share 

between them, a true challenge to their loyalty. 0:16:01 Portugal

Carlos 
Pereira/João 
Alves Daniel Figueiredo João Portela Curta - Ficçao

C08
THE LAST RUN

UNE DERNIERE 
COURSE

The encounter by night,in the streets of Paris, between a taxi driver 
out of breath and a lady whose husband has just died. 0:19:59 France Sérgio do Vale Sérgio do Vale Yves Kohen Curta - Ficçao

C09

Wanderdrachen Wanderdrachen

In search of nothing, a solitary young traveler is crisscrossing a 
landscape that feels like the end of the world. When a rainbow-
coloured kite pops up on the horizon, his journey takes a different 
turn - one that he didn't expect. 0:28:03 Germany Jonas Bak Jonas Bak Charlotte Lelong Curta - Ficçao

C10

The Habitants Los Habitantes

In the city of Concepción, Marco (35) is going through serious 
financial problems,so he decides to offer a precarious and dubious 
tourism service. However,the only client he manages to catch is 
Aurelio (60), a ragged and eccentric old man who hires the service 
with mysterious purposes. 0:22:00 Chile pablo gutierrez Pablo Gutierrez daniela paredes Curta - Ficçao

C11

Diabolical Poker Poker Diabolique

Five people are locked in a room with no window and are playing a 
very peculiar game of poker. Each time a player loses; he has to 
shoot himself in the head. The game must go on until there is only 
one left. As the game progresses and the reasons for the game are 
explained, each one reveals his true nature. 0:15:21 France

Olivier 
GARDNAIR Olivier GARDNAIR Curta - Ficçao

C12

Ms. MINO - the woman 
who summons U.F.O.s

Ms. MINO - the 
woman who summons 
U.F.O.s

Her name is Ms. Mino. She lives alone in an area called Arakawa, 
the least favorite ward in Tokyo. She claims to be able to summon 
U.F.O.s. A film maker follows her around and tries to find the truth 
about her.  Their unmatching communication brings the absurdity 
and the fatuity, then the story leads to silent madness. 0:30:00 Japan

meehoo 
takahashi

meehoo 
takahashi Curta - Ficçao

C13
Disturbing Angels Déranger les anges

Two girlfriends argue at night. A girl painted on a wall stares at 
them and get in touch with one of them while a  weird passerby 
tries to arbitrate the quarrel. 0:04:47 France Lou Inglebert Curta - Ficçao

C14

Calved Cow Vaca Parida
After his mother dies, a boy goes to live with the owner of the farm 
where she worked. All he has left is a cow. 0:17:33 Brazil

Diogo 
Cronemberger

Diogo 
Cronemberger

Diogo Cronemberger, 
Benjamin Rubin Curta - Ficçao

C15

Ghost of the Sun Ghost of the Sun
Haunted by visions of flames and a mysterious eyeless ghost, a 
lone dying girl arrives at a mythical shore where she could finally 
find peace. 0:13:00 Japan Koji Yamamoto Koji Yamamoto

Koji Yamamoto, Yuichiro 
Yatake Curta - Ficçao

C16

close your eyes .. well close your eyes .. well

Hamoody is a teenager plays the violin, but he lives in a garbage 
dumpster with a dream that someday he will play in a concert, so 
his little sister seeks with the kids of the dumpster to make his 
dream come true. 0:11:47 Iraq ali albayati ali albayati ali albayati Curta - Ficçao

C17

-196 -196

Short on resources but rich in feeling, lapsed physics student Mitya 
is determined to save the life of his ailing, beloved grandmother. 
Overriding the uninformed protestations of family members, the 
devoted grandson goes any lengths to have her cryogenically 
preserved after her demise, thereby affording her a chance at a 
new life. 0:49:43 Russian Federation Anna Arlanova Anna Arlanova Anna Arlanova Curta - Ficçao



C18

From Ashes to 
Immortality

From Ashes to 
Immortality

Synopsis: A dark, human story about an innocent girl, a disturbed 
father, a troubled neighbor, and a tale of magic.    The film Ficçãos 
actors Wes Studi (Last of the Mohicans), Blake Robbins (The 
Sublime and Beautiful - Slamdance Nominated), Emmy award-
winning Director of Photography Jeremy Osbern (Sundance 
Nominated, Slamdance Winner), and Kevin Willmott (C.S.A.: The 
Confederate States of America, Chi-Raq).  It showcases a variety of 
child talent, and stars Mike Anderson, TV talk show host of the Not 
So Late Show in Lawrence, Kansas. 0:25:54 United States Eric Hyde

Mike Anderson, 
Eric Hyde George Dean, Eric Hyde Curta - Ficçao

C19
close your eyes .. well The Hour

The widower Mr. John thinks the Reaper is chasing him after some 
old neighbors died in a car crash. 0:14:00 Brazil Leandro Corinto Marcelo Ferrarini Leandro Corinto Curta - Ficçao

C20

'A ROOM' 'A ROOM'

Tagline: A room that comes between men and women.  Synopsis: A 
man has changed another job in order to make more money to 
marry his fianceé. One day he discovers a secret of a certain room 
in his company. This secret, which only appears after he gets off 
work, has changed their relationship forever.   0:22:18 Hong Kong Chong Ming Curta - Ficçao

C21

Ancora (Again) Ancora

A young girl once again confronts the journey to get back the man 
she loves. Their love story is not good, but they want to try again. 
Two different and contrasting worlds that reunite and give life to a 
passionate and tormented love. A sick love that will be tested by 
the reality that surrounds them. 0:15:00 Italy Lu Pulici

Lu Pulici, Josep 
Piris, Valentina 
Galli Josep Piris Curta - Ficçao

C22

Redemption Redenção
A young woman leaves a small town inland to the capital of her 
state. She says she is looking for a job as a singer, but events show 
that not everything is what it seems to be! 0:15:00 Brazil

Neville 
D'Almeida , 
Joaquim Haickel

Neville D'Almeida 
, Joaquim Haickel Joaquim Haickel Curta - Ficçao

C23

Nation Down Nation Down
On a strange world locked in a dystopian nightmare, an oppressive 
regime is met with riots and rebellion. Desperate to suppress 
chaos, the king triggers a perverse manipulative scheme before 
risking his dominance in a warped bid for companionship. 0:14:57 United Kingdom

Liam Hendrix 
Heath

Liam Hendrix 
Heath Joaquim Barreto Curta - Ficçao

C24
Courage Courage A man struggles to overcome his nervousness with women in a bar 

when he stumbles upon words of wisdom in the bathroom. 0:04:04 Germany Jean-Luc Julien Jean-Luc Julien
Oliver Theurich, Jean-Luc 
Julien Curta - Ficçao

C25

Eventide Entardecer

A man and a woman relive moments of their lives transfigured on 
the landscape of a beach. Past, present and future merge in the 
cadence of the waters, which come and go revolving memories and 
old silences. So the characters go through a sort of trail of desire, 
leading the edge of the abyss of themselves, where all days born 
and die, the horizon of all passes, all eventides. 0:20:00 Brazil Muriel Paraboni Muriel Paraboni

Muriel Paraboni, Patrícia 
Lampert, Fabianne Freitas Curta - Ficçao

C26

A Touch of Aurora Um Toque De Aurora

A blind couple decides to make love for the first time. 0:14:43 Brazil
Aditya 
Patwardhan Al Danuzio 

Al Danuzio, Giullianna 
Martinez, Ricardo Diaz-
Guillen , Aditya 
Patwardhan, Lucas Paz Curta - Ficçao

C27

YOU TU
THE DAY IN YOUR LIFE THAT YOU COULD NEVER FORGET. YOU IS 
THAT DAY.    Y0U is a love story, that happens in a moment in wich 
the last thing you want to do is to fall in love, but falling in love is 
probally the only way you have to go on with your live.  0:10:42 Portugal Hugo Pinto Patrícia Torres Cláudia Pinto, Rute Simões Curta - Ficçao



C28

The Trap Капкан

This non-dialog short movie raises the issue of ethics of wild 
animals captivity. The girl, lost in the forest, faces with the bear 
escaped from the circus.  They had a chance to make friends in 
spite of the wild beast which lives inside every animal, even trained 
one, and which is ready to break free any time. However, their 
friendship will suffer a sad fate, again with human intervention. 0:11:08 Russian Federation Olesya Kustova Olesya Kustova Olesya Kustova Curta - Ficçao

C29
The Night is Calling

Esta Noite que Nos 
Chama

Luís is a humble wool seller in the city of Vila Franca de Xira. He 
follows his daily routine, until this night. 0:20:29 Portugal

Francisco 
Morais, Miguel 
Pinto

Francisco Morais, 
Miguel Pinto Inês Mingote Curta - Ficçao

C30
Intrusion Intromissão In what seemed to be another normal day at work, Simao receives 

a strange phone call. 0:17:20 Portugal

Francisco 
Morais, Miguel 
Pinto

Francisco Morais, 
Miguel Pinto Dinis Pereira Curta - Ficçao

D01

Smuggling Route Rota do Contrabando

“SMUGGLING ROUTE”
In the beginning of the last century, Madeira Island was known as 
Brandy Island.
The extreme consumption of this drink became a social problem.
Thirty four (34) sugar-cane mills were closed in nineteen twenty 
seven (1927), production decayed and its trade was controlled.
Alternatively, the people began to produce their own brandy from 
wine dregs, activity harshly punished by the authorities, which 
started to be made deceitfully.
An illegal conveyance covering twenty five kilometres (25 km) 
began from North to South of the Island, with the carriage of fifty 
litters (50 L) on the back.
Despite several arrests, this activity lasted about fifty years for 
tracks that became known as ... The Smuggling Route.

0:26:00 Portugal Eduardo Costa Eduardo Costa Curta - Documentário
D02

Route to India Route to India

The 44 minute dramatized Documentário is the second episode of 
the series Sons of Sinbad - A History of Oman.

When the Portuguese arrive at the beginning of the 16th century, 
the important coastal cities of Oman come under the control of the 
Estado da India. Trade of spices and pepper is strictly regulated, 
Omani merchants need to get and pay for a cartaz - a permission to 
trade. 

It will take more than a century for Omanis to build up forces 
strong enough to resist and fight the Portuguese. When the last 
bastions of the Europeans at Mascat surrender in January 1650, 
the occupation finally ends.

With the help of international experts and scientific research, 
ROUTE TO INDIA attempts to solve the secrets of this historical 
encounter: How did the Portuguese succeed in securing the route 
to India? Why was it so easy for the limited forces from Portugal to 
take possession of the Omani coast? And to what extent did the 
foreign occupation effect political and economic developments in 
Oman? 

Though structured and narrated as a Documentário, ROUTE TO 
INDIA also employs reenactments to illustrate turning points of 
Omans struggle for independence.

0:42:00 Germany Friedrich Klütsch Friedrich Klütsch Curta - Documentário



D03

Shut up Mariano Mariano Cala-te
Mariano is an artist. Not an artist, "because artists are big 
swindlers". He is a creator  of artworks that collects, offers, 
exhibits, changing himself into a interventive living piece of art. 0:35:22 Portugal

Sofia Almeida 
Ferreira

Sofia Almeida 
Ferreira Sofia Almeida Ferreira Curta - Documentário

D04
Antonio Marin - On Trail 
Of A Legend

Antonio Marin - Einer 
Legende auf der Spur

Me, Lukas Pohl, on my way through Andalusia, on trail of the 
luthier, who built my grandpa's guitar around 50 years ago. 0:07:34 Germany Lukas Pohl Lukas Pohl

Lukas Pohl, Philipp 
Maxhofer Curta - Documentário

D05

THE WONDERFUL 
KINGDOM ON EARTH

O MARAVILHOSO 
REINO DA TERRA

"THE WONDERFUL KINGDOM OF THE EARTH" IS A FICTIONAL FILM 
ABOUT THE LANDS OF NORTHERN PORTUGAL, FROM THE 
EXTREME NORTHEAST TO THE REGION OF TRÁS-OS-MONTES AND 
ALTO DOURO. THE TITLE IS AN ADAPTATION OF THE EXPRESSION 
"A WONDERFUL KINGDOM" BY MIGUEL TORGA, PORTUGUESE 
POET AND WRITER OF THE 20TH CENTURY. 0:16:23 Portugal Carlos Silveira Carlos Silveira Curta - Documentário

D06

Water Water

The international award-winning videographers from the Window 
Channel Network showcase some of the world's spectacular 
oceans, waterfalls, glaciers and waterways from Iceland to South 
America. 0:03:58 United States Mark Knight Jim Wilmer Curta - Documentário

E01

Grundrauschen Grundrauschen

Looking at the underlying decision making processes, the methods 
and questions of making the news, the film reveals the inner 
workings of the dpa.
„Noise“ observes the 'news dealers' of the dpa in different 
situations: at conferences, during training workshops, in the 
kitchen, smoking, editing texts.
The film pieces together the picture of an agency which has to 
keep producing news for their clients, without break. The constant 
stream of news never ceases – no matter what happens. Each day 
the dpa dispatches 1000 announcements, 1900 images, numerous 
graphics, audio and video clips. Thus, it shapes what we see of the 
world, without being seen – since it does not have to be named as 
a source. 
The kaleidoscopic structure of the film and the observing camera, 
inspired by direct cinema, reflect the work and structure of the dpa 
and allow the viewer to delve into the world of news making.

1:22:00 Germany
Friedrich 
Rackwitz Simon Baumann Escolas

E02
The fear installation A instalação do medo

The Woman open the front door. Two man appears: "Good 
morning, my lady, we came to install fear.". 0:14:20 Portugal Ricardo Leite Ricardo Leite Armanda Oliveira Escolas

E03

Y Y

Laura is a self-confident young woman, a member of the new “Me 
Me Me Generation“, also known as “Generation Y”. Spoilt for 
choice by life’s abundance of options, Laura has lost track of her 
own aims and ideals. She’s always looking for something, she just 
doesn't know what. One night she meets Safi, who has fled her 
homeland. The encounter gives Laura food for thought. 0:23:36 Germany Gina Wenzel Gina Wenzel Gina Wenzel Escolas

E04

The Squad The Squad
Two cops change their work dynamic bringing a third man to 
record them on duty. After being humiliated by their commander 
for failing an operation, they decide to take revenge. 0:09:46 Mexico Nicolás Torres

Martín Aguilar 
Souza Diego Urzúa Escolas

E05

Phantasmagoria (Beyond 
of Eyes)

Phantasmagoria (Além 
dos Olhos)

Viktor Carrol, a character involved in shadows and darkness, relate 
an experience of his life. During the report, he talks about a true 
history about an old cemetery, a man that was murdered in those 
lands and also involved things of another world. 0:19:43 Brazil

Vitor Henrique 
Teodoro de 
Almeida

Vitor Henrique 
Teodoro de 
Almeida Leticia da Cunha Menino Escolas



E06

Syskon Siblings

Emilia (14) and Adrian (17) don’t know when their parents are 
coming back. Confused and afraid, Emilia looks to her older brother 
for support, but is met by indifference and contempt. Adrian can’t 
deal with the situation and instead focuses on hanging out with his 
friends or writing songs in his room.   When Emilia impulsively 
brings home a kitten to cope with her loneliness, Adrian throws a 
house party. Adrian's frustration with Emilia results in a vicious 
fight, and they spiral further apart at a time when they need each 
other the most.   At the annual Midsummer celebration, Emilia 
dances with friends and family, as Adrian sits atop a cliff playing his 
guitar. She eventually joins him and the two exchange a few words 
before finally experiencing connection through a song. 0:39:32 Sweden Aurora Alänge Aurora Alänge Aurora Alänge Escolas

F01
Fear Of Heights Fear Of Heights

A fantastic voyage to defy fears, gravity & death 0:04:30 Israel
Benjamin 
Esterlis

Talia Peri, Hava 
Coen, Benjamin 
Esterlis The Aprons Video Clip

F02 Poverty Always Has A 
Story

Armut hat immer eine 
Geschichte 0:01:05 Austria Lukas Pohl Lukas Pohl Lukas Pohl Video Clip

F03
Debonoir - Night In Debonoir - Night In

Once the obstacle is over, we are catapulted into the cyclical 
outcome of any struggle we take - the end is always the 
resumption of something. 0:03:23 Portugal Mário costa Mário Costa Mário Costa Video Clip

G01
Filme de Abertura CAE?

G02 JMG João Mário Grilo
G03 Por onde escapam as 

palavras
Luís Albuquerque


